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Cook Me a Story:

How Tom Aikens Shaped our Christmas Dinner
By: Simone Innamorati

M

y quest to bring Italy
to London was put
temporarily on hold,
thanks to our bi-annual
trip to the motherland
of cuisine. There were
some new developments this year. We discovered my husband’s brother, who we call
Zio, is studying for his truffle license. If he
passes, he will become a licensed truffle
hunter. Over the past few months, Zio has
tirelessly trained his 60 pound Weimaraner
dog, Woody to find truffles. Initally, I was
skeptical, but after seeing Woody in action
I am converted on the subject.

A Gourmet Scavenger Hunt
Zio uses plastic capsules that capture the
smell of black truffle. The training session
resembles something of a gastronomic
Easter egg hunt. Zio hides the oval shaped
capsules, burying them in hard to find
places and Woody recovers them. It’s fascinating to watch Woody digging at lightning speed. Within 60 seconds, he returns
with the little plastic capsule in his mouth,
which he dutifully drops in Zio’s hands. Occasionally, Woody eats the truffles, if they
aren’t secured within the capsules.
Can you blame him?
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al tartufo; best when black truffles are grated raw over pasta, letting the heat of the
pan warm the shavings. Truffle can also be
served with porcini mushroom, but there is
some debate on this method.

The Allure of Truffles
Truffles have long been considered an
aphrodisiac. Whether this is due to their
rarity or their high protein content, no one
knows. There is little scientific evidence
to shed light on the matter. For me, truffles are nothing short of food paradise.
Their earthy aroma, so pungent, quickly
intoxicates. I look forward to eating pasta

Zio believes that porcini mushrooms mask
the flavor of the truffle. Most store bought
sauces contain a blend. However, read the
label carefully: the higher the quality, the
lower the porcini content.
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Learning from the Greats
You can see Zio’s training shining through
each dish. My brother-in-law has picked up
tips from some of the best chefs of all time,
thanks to a brief stint working in Michelin
starred restaurant, Pied de Terre under wellknown British chef, Tom Aikens in 1999.

Zio isn’t just passionate about truffles; he is
a true food lover. Every Christmas he treats
us to a multicourse taste excursion. His
cooking favors fish. Last year’s antipasto
featured scallops, shrimp and cod beautifully presented with asparagus.
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In the late 90s, Pied de Terre was climbing the ranks, receiving acclaim from the
Guardian. Aikens secured a Michelin star at
the age of 26 in 1996. At the end of 1999,
Pied de Terre was declared Weekend’s restaurant of the year. The article praised Tom
Aikens and his “team’s consistent pushing
back of the boundaries of what we accept
as possible.”

complete five. The dinner focused on fish,
naturally. As I have mentioned before, Pescara has some of the finest fish in the world
thanks to the salty waters of the Adriatic
Sea. This year I was slightly more adventurous. I sampled “crudo”, raw fish marinated in
lemon and olive oil. I must admit it tasted
divine. I still haven’t managed to eat lobster
raw, but one day I’m sure I’ll make the leap.
Zio stuck to the classics with a twist. I really enjoyed his salmon flan, but I think my
favorite was the bruschetta with seppie.
It was so earthy and bursting with flavor.
Here’s a rundown of everything we ate.

Antipasto

-Cod wrapped in cabbage leaf with leek
and potato purée.
Zio was present for the team’s photo. In the
photo, he is dressed in black and can be
seen standing third from right. Tom Aitkens
is center, wearing an apron. My brother-inlaw remembers his time at Pied de Terre at
one of the most formative moments in his
life. He said it was a close knit team. It inspired and informed his cooking for years
to come. He was urged to return with the
prospect of training to become a chef, but
life carried Zio in a different direction. He
went on to become a lawyer. However, Zio
has never lost his passion for cooking. It
shows in his fanatic attention to detail. He
is something of a food purist. He believes
each flavor has a story to tell. Too many flavors muddle the plot.

-Baccalà, breaded salty cod fish balls with
red pepper and potato purée.
Top tip: Zio made the cod balls without
egg he rolled them in bread crumbs before frying them. The dish is much lighter
cooked this way.
-Chilled shrimps lightly cooked in olive
oil accompanied with Marie Rose sauce
(mayonnaise mixed with ketchup).
-Bruschetta with seppie (cuttlefish) tomatoes & capers.
-Flan of salmon, dill & bisque.

What Zio Cooked this Year

Top tip: Whisk bicarbonate together with
the eggs to get the flan light and fluffy;
silicon muffin cases work best.
-Roast potatoes with fennel seeds.

This year Zio treated us to a five course
tasting experience. He originally wanted
to cook seven courses, but we could only

Pasta
-Ravioli di Ricotta (Ravioli stuffed with
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Ricotta) with zucchini, mussels & polpo
(octopus).

has become a real and viable career option
for the next generation. The restaurant industry remains ruthless, but it’s lost some
of its inaccessibility due to TV shows like
Hell’s Kitchen. Before, only a lucky few entered the ranks of chefs; usually a Michelin
star was a prerequisite to being taken seriously. Attitudes have changed as our appetite for fresh food grows. Zio has taught me
that real cooks don’t disguise flavor with
seasoning or artful sauces, they release the
taste, finding the story behind the ingredients.

Main
-Large king prawn shrimp cooked with
cognac, oil and parsley.

Every Dish Tells a Story
It’s amazing how a few months spent in
the company of one of the most prominent British chefs and restaurateurs has
influenced Zio and continues to shape his
cooking. The industry has changed since
1999. Food has become more accessible
thanks to the internet and blogs. Cooking
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